
No Electricity, No Time Clock, No Computer

Just clean, soft water. 24 hours a day... automatically!

It’s that simple!

You are looking at a revolution  
in water conditioners.
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Discover For Yourself Why Kinetico® Water Conditioners 
Are A Head Above The Rest.

Industry Leading Design... Outstanding Efficiency... Superb Reliability... Total Convenience... 

Only a Kinetico Water Conditioner can offer all 
of the following benefits to you:

• Non-electric design eliminates problems with timers, 

solenoids and microprocessors. System is not 

susceptible to power outages.

• Demand system conserves water and salt by 

regenerating only when necessary.

• Fully automatic system eliminates the need for 

adjustments, separate guest cycles and vacation 

by-passes.

• Twin-tank design enables system to provide an 

uninterrupted supply of conditioned water, 24 hours a day.

• Only conditioned water is utilized for regeneration, 

ensuring optimum efficiency and operating 

performance.

• Countercurrent regeneration, where the softening 

tanks are flushed in the opposite direction, ensures 

a more complete cleaning of system. Backwash 

cycles are reduced and less salt is used.

• Control valve parts operate in conditioned water to 

ensure reliable service and prevent malfunctions.

• Kinetico Water Conditioners are independently tested 

and certified by NSF International and/or the Water 

Quality Association for performance and longevity.

Since 1970, Kinetico has been manufacturing innovative water treatment 

technology that can improve your water and your life. See for yourself 

why over a million people around the world enjoy the benefits of better 

water with Kinetico Quality Water Systems.

SPECIFICATIONS KINETICO Brand “A” 
Brand “B”

Is electricity required? No

Are timer, solenoid and microprocessor problems eliminated? Yes

How many softening tanks does the system utilize? 2

Is conditioned water used to regenerate the conditioner 

during all phases of the regeneration process?
Yes

Is brine made with conditioned water? Yes

Is conditioned water available for use during regeneration? Yes

Do control valve parts operate in clean, conditioned water? Yes

Does the system offer certified, high-operating efficiencies? Yes

Can the system connect to larger plumbing without reducing  

the inlet size?
Yes

Does the system provide an uninterrupted supply of  

conditioned water?
Yes

Are inefficient reserve capacities necessary to handle additional 

demand for conditioned water?
No

Are special cycles necessary when you have guests or are by-pass 

adjustments required before you leave for vacation?
No

Does the system regenerate at a preset interval no matter  

how much water you’ve used.
No

Is the demand-initiated regeneration feature an  

extra-cost item?
No

Is system constructed with fiberglass, corrosion-proof components? Yes 
All Major 

Components

What length of warranty on control valve, brine valve,  

internal parts and resin is offered?
10 Years

Is factory authorized service available? Yes

Independent Laboratory Certification
Select Kinetico products are tested and certified by Independent 
Laboratories such as NSF and WQA. For specific claims and 
certifying laboratories, refer to performance data sheets or 
consult your local Kinetico Dealer.




